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Three-way clustering problems (objects, atlributes, time units) arc discussed. Three types of 
clustering problems are defined. The notation and distinction of particular clustering problems is 
proposed. Some ways of transformation of the composite problems into simple problems is 
presented. Lidewise, some applications of proposed solutions in socio-economic investigations are 
shown in the paper. 

1. Systematization of the three-way clustering problems 

The reality to be analysed by clustering methods consists of a set of objects 
described by a set of variables, observed during some time span. Let us put: 

Y = {y,, Y2 , ••• , Ym}- the set of objects, 

Z = { z1, z2 , ••. , z .. } - the set of attributes, 

T = { t1, t2, ••. , t,} - the set of time units. 

For the simplicity of notation we are using the lower case letter without 
a subscript to denote a single element of the sel. 

The clustering problem is a relation which defines the way of creation of the 
set of operational taxonomic units (OTU's) and the classification space from Y, 
Z and T. We adopt two-position notation of clustering problems: [ Q, E> ], where 
Q is the set of OTU's and E> is the classification space. Clustering approach 
implies that Q should consist of at least two elements. The classification space can 
be created by sets Y, Z, T, their Cartesian products or Cartesian products of their 
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subsets. For further simplification we used the following notation for these 
products: 
e.g. 

The problem of classification of clustering problems has been discussed in 
Poland by Grabinski [ 1 ], Sokolowski [ 3 ] and Pociecba et al. [ 2 ). 

1.1. Simple Problems 

The particular sets Y, Z or Tare the subjects of classification within this 
type of problems, so that these problems are defined according to the kind of 
OTU's. 

1.1.1. Clustering of objects 

[ Y, zt] - (1) 

is the problem of clustering of single-attribute objects at a given time unit. The 
construction of structural series for a single variable can serve as the simplest 
example. In the field of statistical cluster analysis this problem can be described 
as the identification of elements in a mixture of one-dimensional distribution on 
the basis of a finite sample. 

[Y, Zt]- (2) 

means classification of multidimensional objects in one time unit. This is the 
classical problem of cluster analysis. 

[ Y, zT]- (3) 

is the clustering of one-dimensional objects according to information from the 
time span T. This problem is important for the identification and estimation of 
a stochastic process. Suppose that we have the set of time series which are 
generated by one or more stochastic models. We are clustering these time series in 
order to define the number of generating models and to estimate expectations, 
standard deviations and autocorrelations for each stochastic process at each time 
point. 

[ Y, ZT] - (4) 
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is the clustering of multidimensional objects within the time set T. This is the 
identification problem for mixture of multidimensional stochastic processes, see 
[ 2 ]. 

1.1.2. Periodizations 

The set of time units is the subject of clustering within this type of 
problems. Periodization can lead to distinction of subsets of time units for which 
the objects were similar from the point of view of attributes (variables) used. The· 
other result can be in the form of development phases each with relatively stable 
changes of objects. 

[ T, zy] - (5) 

is the periodization of development of a single one-dimensional object, i.e. the 
partition of time series into segments. It is a problem of stationarity testing or 
searching for turning-points in time series. Usually some potential thresholds are 
shown by cluster analysis and then they are tested by means of comparing time 
series models or process parameters (mainly expected values). 

[T, Zy]- (6) 

is the periodization of the development of one object described by many 
variables. 

[ T, zY]- (7) 

is the periodization of the set of one-dimensional objects. It is tantamount to 
stationarity testing for a one-dimensional stochastic process on a basis of set of 
observations, see [ 2]. 

[T, ZY]- (8) 

is the periodization of the development of multidimensional object set. 

Sometimes time continuity is required, i.e. "inside" units assigned to the 
particular phase there are no units from the other phases. Common clustering 
procedures usually do not obey this requirement but results can be easily adopted 
according to continuity principle. 

1.1.3. Selection of diagnostic variables 

The partition of the initial list of diagnostic variables into subsets is carried 
out. Selection of attributes plays an important role in cluster analysis for it has 
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direct influence on final results of classification, particularly when equal weights 
for each variable are used. 

[Z,yt]- (9) 

is the classification of attributes for one object in one time unit It is impossible to 
solve it because we have only one observation for each variable (differently 
named). 

[Z, Yt]- (10) 

is the dual problem for ( 2 ). Selection of independent variables for an 
econometric model also belongs to that group. 

[Z, yT]- (11) 

is the selection of attributes for the periodization of one object development. It is 
a dual problem to ( 6 ). 

[Z. YT]- (12) 

is the selection of attributes for the periodization of the set of objects. 

1.2. Multiple Problems 

The elements of sets generated by Cartesian products of Y, Z, T are the 
operational taxonomic units. 

1.2.1. Classification in the attribute space 

[YT,z]- ( 13) 

is the periodization and classification of one-dimensional objects. 

[ Y!, Z]- (14) 

is the periodization and classification of multidimensional objects. 

The above problems are the most interesting in the group of multiple ones. 
They are extensions of the classical problem through consideration of the time 
factor. 
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1.2.2. Classification in tbe object space 

[ZT, y], 

[ZT, Y]. 
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(15) 

(16) 

The solution of these problems gives, for instance, an answer as to which 
attributes and when take similar values in one-dimensional ( 15) or multidimen
sional ( 16) set of objects. 

1.2.3. Classification in time space 

[YZ, t], 

[ YZ, T]. 

(17) 

(18) 

The Cartesian products of Y and Z are subjects of classification in time space, it 
means that single "object-variable" is understood as OTU. 

1.3. Complex Problem 

[ YZT, .]. ( 19) 

This problem includes an arrangement of objects, variables and time units 
jointly. 
The complete system of classification of three-way clustering problems, which 
has been presented in the paper, could be an easy tool for identification of 
clustering problems in empirical investigations. 

2. Priority solutions of multiple and complex problems 

The solution of multiple and complex problems gives many possibilities. 
Let us take the problem ( 13) or ( 14) of classification in attribute space. There 
are two ways of solving these problems: 

a) without a priority - each one of "time-objects" is treated as single 
operational taxonomic unit and the clustering is being done for them as for 
ordinary "points" . The resulting subsets are usually hard to explain because we 
do not a priori secure time or space continuity; 

b) with a priority- we have to decide in advance whether we are interested in 
clustering of objects with an inclusion of time factor (space priority), or in 
periodization with a clustering of objects (time priority). 
When setting assumptions on time priority we have to cluster the set of objects 
for each time unit. As the result we get n time-ordered partitions of the Y set: 
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~ ... : { <5, ( Y) } , t E T. (20) 

In other words ~r is the set of classifications of Y for each time unit. 
Now there is the problem of how to calculate the distance matrix among 

classifications <5, ( Y). For each classification we define a binary membership 
matrix: 

where: 

C -{c·)· - ij]> i,j = I , ... , m; 

c11 = I - when objects y1 and y1 are in different subsets, 
c11 = 0 - when y1 and y1 are in the same subset. 

Then for classifications I and k; I, k E T, we calculate matrix D: 

From matrix D we calculate the dissimilarity measure of classifications: 

Ptk = m (m- l) ' 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

where m ( 1 >is the number of elements of matrix D equal to one. We calculate 
matrix P: 

!, k = 1, .. . , n, (24) 

being the "distance matrix" among classifications b1 ( Y). 
In the next step the set of time units is clustered in the classification space 

generated by ~v· The problem can be defined as [ T, ~Y]. The development phases 
of the clustered set of objects are the final results. 

The time priority in problem ( 14) can be described as: 

[ YT, Z] => [ T, ~y], b,( Y): [ Y, Zt], t ET, (25) 

and the space priority as: 

[YT, Z]=>[Y, ~r] , i5y(T):[T, Zy], yE Y, (26) 

where the "distance matrix" for(>.. ( T) is calculated in similar way as above. The 
result of ( 26) gives the subsets o(objects whose development was similar over T. 
With the time priority a typical ("average") partition of objects can be qualified 
fo r every development phase and with the space priority - a typical periodiza
tion for every subset of objects. 
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Within problem ( 16) time priority can be taken according to the following 
formula: 

[ZT, Y] ~ [ T, l12 ], 8,(Z): [Z, tY], t eT, (27) 

or attribute priority according to the notation: 

[ ZT, Y] ~ [ Z, L1r ], c52 ( T): [ T, z Y], z e Z (28) 

Attribute priority of classification in time space ( 18) can be defined as: 

[ YZ, T] ~[Z, L1y], .52 ( Y): ( Y, zT], z E Z (29) 

Applying the above formula it is possible to choose the attributes through direct 
estimatin.of their delimitation al)ility for set Yin timeT. Space priority follows: 

.[ YZ, T] ~ [ Y, l12 ], by( Z): [Z, yT], ye Y (30) 

On the secon9 stage of ( 30) the values of attributes are substituted by the 
classification of attributes performed separately for each object (in time T). 

There are two principles in solving of complex problem ( 19 ). First without 
priority-where each element of the Cartesian product (time-objects-variables) 
is treated as a single OTU. On the other hand we can give the time priority as 
follows: 

[YZT, .]~[T, l1y] , b,(Y):[Y, l12 t], b,(Z):[Z, YT], (31) 

or object priority: 

[ YZT, .] ~ [ Y, L1r], by( T): [ T, L12 y ], by ( Z ): [ Z, YT], ( 32) 

and try to solve these problems in the way presented above. 

3. An example 

The example comes from the field of international industrial comparisons. 
The set Y contains nine European countries: 

1. Czecho-Slovakia 
2. France 
3. East Germany 
4. Poland 
5. West Germany 

(CS) 
(F) 
(DDR) 
(PL) 
(D) 
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6. Rumunia 
7. Hungary 
8. Great Britain 
9. Italy 

(R) 
(H) 
(GB) 
(I) 
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The set of attributes contains four variables of industrial production in 
natural units per capita: 

1 -electricity production, 
2 - steel production, 
3 - cement production, 
4 - sulfric acid production. 

The time span contains seven years: 1980-1986. 
First, the values of variables have been standardized, then Euclidean distances 

among countries in space of attributes have been calculated. Seven ag
glomerative clustering methods,. see e.g. [2], have been applied: 

- single linkage, 
- complete linkage, 
- average linkage, 
- weighted average linkage, 
-median, 
- centroid, 
- Ward's method. 

As the best partition of OTU's, this partition was taken, for which the maximal 
jump of links in spanning tree is observed, see [ 2 ]. Some results of classifications 
for complete linkage method are shown below. 

For year 1986 according to electricity production, the following clusters of 
countries have been obtained (clustering problem [ Y, z1 t7 ]): 

four groups of countries -
(CS, F, DDR, PL, D), (R), (H, GB), (I). 
For 1986, according to four main industrial attributes, results of clustering are, 
[ Y, Z t7 ]: 

three groups of countries -
(CS, F, DDR, PL, D, R), (H), (GB, I). 
Periodization of industrial development of Poland, [ T, Z y 4 ]: 

( 1980, 81 ), ( 82, 83, 84 ), ( 85, 86 ). 
Attributes' clustering for 1986, [ Z, Y t7 ]: 

two groups-
(1, 2, 3), (4). 

As an example of multiple problem the periodization and classification in 
multidimensional space has been presented, [ YT, Z]. When we assume time 
priority we obtain periodization of the time period 1981-85. 
I group- ( 1982 ), in which the typical partition of only socialist countries under 

consideration is: 
(CS), (DDR, PL, R), (H). 
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II group - ( 1981, 83, 84, 85 ), 
the typical partition of socialist countries in this group is: 
(CS, DDR, PL, R), (H). 

When we put object priority we obtain partition: 
I group - (CS, DDR, PL ), for which the typical periodization is: 

( 1981 ), ( 82, 83 ), ( 84, 85 ), 
IJ group - ( R, H), the typical periodization is: 

( 1981,82, 83), (84), (85). 
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Within the complex problem according to formula ( 31 ) or ( 32) is such many 
concrete ways of solving this problem, that substantial economical interpretation 
of empirical calculations in this example becomes not so clear. For this reason we 
do not present results of this part of example. 
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Trojkierunkowe zagadnienia analizy skupieo 

W pracy rozwaia si~ zagadnienia analizy skupieil dla obiekt6w, atrybut6w (zmiennych) 
i jednostek czasu. Wyr6inia si~ trzy typy takich zadan, dla kt6rych proponuje si~ zapis formalny 
i spos6b wyodr~bnienia. Przedstawiono sposoby przeksztalcania zadan zlozonych w proste. 
Pokazano zastosowanie zaproponowanego formalizmu w badaniach spoleczno-gospodarczych. 

Tpu uanpasJJennH Ja.z.aq KJJacrepnoro anaJJBJa 

B pa6oTe paccnaTJ)HBaJOTilJl 3a,na'll! KnaCTepHoro aHanoJa .111111 o61>CKTOB, aTJ)H6yros 
nepeMCKHblX H C.llHHHU apeMeKH. Bbi.llCJiliJOTCll TPH nm8 T8KHX 38.118'1, Jl.llll KOTOpblX npeJlJlaraeTCll 
<l>opMaJ1bH8ll 3aDHCb H CDOC06 Bbl.ltCJlCRRll. Ilpe.ztCT8BJlCKRbl MeTO.llbl npeo6paJOBaiDUI CJIO)I(Hbl}( 
Ja.ztaq B DpOCTbiC. IlOKaJaB.bl npHMeHeHBJI npeJlJlaTaCMOTO <l>opMaJI83Ma 8 06JUCCTBCHHO· 
·3KOROMWieCKHX HCCJlC.ltOBaHWIX. 
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